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Abstract—Networks-on-Chip are seen as a scalable solution for facilitating the development of Systems-on-Chip with an increasing number of IP cores. Many studies already address the implementation details of such networks and a large effort has been invested in optimizing the routing strategy and the organization of the network, however by comparison the interface between the network and the IPs has been largely ignored. In this study, we explore optimizations that can be performed at the layer that connects the IPs to the services offered by the NoC. In our FPGA prototype, a MicroBlaze soft-core is connected to a remote memory via the Æthereal NoC. By employing our optimizations to the interface between the MicroBlaze and the NoC, we demonstrate an improvement in terms of speed above 880% in memory intensive tests and of up to 12% in real life applications with little use of communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

The shrinking feature sizes in silicon technology allowed both an increase in the processing power and the number of IPs integrated on a single chip. At the same time consumer expectations adapt to the benefits provided by technology by both diversifying and demanding higher quality from already existing services. It is now customary for mobile phones for example to provide maps, route planning, gps and video capabilities.

Building complex systems to support these features, possibly integrating IPs from multiple vendors becomes then a difficult, time-consuming task. Employing networks-on-chip for connecting together the many IPs can significantly reduce the development effort [1], [2] and facilitate verification [3]. The reuse of interconnect elements like routers, network interfaces, arbiters, long communication lines, clock domain crossings is yet another benefit.

Networks on chip offer an optimized interconnect capable of running at higher frequencies and having better scalability properties than a standard bus design. The price that is often paid in exchange is an increase in latency in terms of clock cycles. However we find this increase in latency to be unavoidable as the size of the system itself increases.

Previous studies focused to a large extent on the routing of messages inside the network, while little effort has been devoted to optimizing the way the IPs are connected to the network. We focus in this work on optimizing the interface between IPs and the “network core”, the actual infrastructure transporting data between different points on the chip.

layer is in charge of performing protocol conversions between the bus standards used by IPs and the internal message format used inside the network.

We propose three main optimizations 1) write coalescing, or automatically combining writes to consecutive addresses into single burst transactions, 2) a mechanism for ensuring memory consistency while at the same time allowing posted writes and 3) a mechanism for offering prefetch functionality to IPs otherwise lacking it. The first two optimizations are transparent from the point of view of the application developer while the last one requires modifications at the software level.

To prove our concept and evaluate the performance of the proposed optimizations, we implement our design on FPGA, using MicroBlaze cores as processing elements. As benchmarks we use several memory intensive computation loops, and a real-life application, a JPEG decoder with a much higher computation-to-communication ratio. The total gain obtained by applying all three techniques ranges from up to 880% (or in other words a speedup of 9.8) in memory intensive applications, to a modest 12% in the case of the JPEG application, which is not communication but computation bounded. It shall be noted though that this speedup represents the speedup of the entire system, while the optimization targeted only one of its components.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The Section II shows the relation of our study to previous work. Section III presents the architecture used in our experiments. Section IV explains the optimizations employed and expected benefits. Experimental results detailing the performance improvement can be found in Section V. The last section presents our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Many Network-on-Chip implementations already exist, some providing mature flows with the possibility of generating a hardware description of the entire infrastructure [4], [5], [6], [7]. The authors often provide complete solutions covering all aspects of interconnect design including the interface to the IPs.

Many studies also exist covering the optimization of different aspects of the interconnect, like routing [8], [9] and network topology [10], [11], however we have found that little effort was dedicated to optimizing the interfaces between
traditional IPs, unaware of the existence of the NoC and the NoC itself.

Of the literature dedicated specifically to network interfaces we mention [12] which is a precursor of the architecture we use in our current research proposed separating the networking function of the NI from the actual interface to the IP. The implied benefit is the possibility of easily reusing part of the design when developing interfaces to other types of IPs. The same idea is also present in [13].

Options for connecting IPs to NoC are explored by [14]. The work considers solutions based on both software and hardware, with an approach focused on modifying the IP building wrappers around it. By comparison we choose to leave the IP unaltered and only interface with it based on its existing connections to standard buses.

Wrappers are also used by [15], with the advantage of both hiding the implementation details of the interconnect from the IP and avoiding modifications of the IPs and the network internals.

None of the works previously mentioned suggests performance optimizations at the level of the NI.

In the domain of high-performance cache-enabled processors, write coalescing is a function commonly performed by write buffers [16] or by the cache itself, as in the case of write-back caches. Prefetching has also been studied extensively [17]. Our work is focused on less costly solutions which do not assume the presence of caches and integrate the functionality of the write buffer into the communication infrastructure.

Despite the fact that the optimizations presented in this paper are generally well known, we believe to be the first to propose and analyze them in the context of Networks-on-Chip.

III. SoC ARCHITECTURE

One of the most important choices defining the behavior and performance of a multi-IP system is the memory and communication model. From the early multiprocessors, two models have emerged, the shared memory paradigm and the message passing paradigm for example as implemented by MPI [18]. The first encourages a global view of the system in which elements can access each other’s resources as part of a global address space, while the second regards cores as performing individual, separate tasks and only exchanging data in blocks when the processing is finished or about to begin.

The system we envision has multiple IPs, each with a small amount of local memory (scratchpad) for fast access to temporary data and larger shared remote memories, possibly off-chip, available to all IPs. It may also be possible for IPs to access each other’s memory directly, as it has been already demonstrated in [19].

In our prototype, the underlying communication network is provided by the Æthereal network-on-chip [4], [20], although our proposals are not tied to one particular implementation. Æthereal is a connection oriented, TDM based NoC, that can be built and optimized according to a set of user specifications in terms of desired bandwidth and latency.

The main components of the interconnect are described in Figure 1.

As illustrated in figure 1a, requests from IPs acting as masters are translated by NI shells into the message format used inside the network. The connections between IPs and NI shells are either back-to-back or through a bus, using the native bus standard of the IP. A bus transaction with parallel signal groups (command, address, data) is serialized into a single signal group having the word width of the communication link.

A separate module, the NI kernel, is responsible for packetizing the request and sending it over the network. An NI kernel offers point-to-point connections, behaving like FIFOs between network endpoints, usually NI shells. An NI kernel may service multiple NI shells. Using the formalization of the OSI protocol stack [21], the NI shells provide the services of the session layer and the NI kernel the services of the transport layer. A more detailed discussion about the correspondence with the OSI layers can be found in [22].

At the remote side (Figure 1c) NI shells translate the encoded message into the protocol of the target bus, to be served by a slave IP, for example a memory. The internal message format is independent of the bus protocol and pairing “master” and “slave” NI shells using different bus protocols is possible. Each remote NI shell serves a single connection and several instances may be necessary for serving requests from multiple masters. Although not represented in Figure 1, connections are bidirectional and allow sending back confirmations and results of the read requests.

Inside the network (Figure 1b) a contention-free routing strategy [4] is employed. A global schedule in the form of a revolving slot table is used to ensure packets can be forwarded at each router without delay. The schedule is computed at design time and a number of timeslots is reserved for each connection to be used exclusively for that connection. This ensures that: 1) the communication behavior including bounds on bandwidth and latency can be accurately described (in other words predictability) and 2) separate applications within a system do not interfere with each other (a property we call composability).
The assumptions of predictability and composability allow us to use a simpler test setup, as presented in Section V. Since several tasks running on multiple processors are guaranteed not to interfere with each other, it is not relevant whether those tasks and processors are present or not, as long as their share of network bandwidth is taken into account during the allocation phase.

IV. PROPOSED OPTIMIZATIONS

We propose three optimizations in two categories: one is transparent from the point of view of the IP, one requires the explicit intervention of the application developer.

The first optimization consists of using write coalescing, for a better use of bandwidth, the second consists of an efficient and safe, from the memory consistency point of view, mechanism for performing posted writes, and the third uses existing features of the IP to offer otherwise absent prefetching functionality.

Our prototype system uses a MicroBlaze soft-core and interfacing is performed on the PLB bus and with the FSL links. We implement our optimizations into NI shells for the PLB bus.

A. Write coalescing

Memory transactions, encoded as messages, traverse the network in a serialized fashion, with headers, addresses and data sharing the same bandwidth. Longer messages, with multiple words of data for a single header/address pair would thus have better payload efficiency.

Burst transactions on the bus side correspond to such messages inside the network, however, not all IPs have the capability of generating burst transactions. The instruction set of the MicroBlaze soft-core does not provide an instruction to write to memory more than one word at a time, and this is true for many other simple IPs also.

The solution we found was to automatically identify sequences of write operations to consecutive addresses and combine them into a single message for the purpose of traversing the network. At the destination NI shell these messages can then be split again into individual write operations or optionally they can be served directly to the destination bus if burst transactions are supported.

We perform this write coalescing as long as the addresses are consecutive, the burst length has not reached the maximum value, 32 for the message format we are currently using, and there is data in the outgoing network queue. This last condition is to ensure that we are not unnecessarily delaying messages.

A diagram of the NI shell we implemented is found in Figure 2. The shell uses several independent queues for storing the data, the address and the headers. Data is copied from the PLB bus to the send queue whenever a write transaction is accepted, new headers and address are copied to the header queue whenever a transaction cannot be merged with the previous transaction or the network is idle and the current transaction can be processed immediately.

It would also be possible to implement the same functionality for read transactions, however in our case the processor will always stall until a read transaction is complete thus making this feature useless.

For comparison, the NI shell without burst or posted write support (Figure 3) consists of a simple serializer shifter. The entire request message is generated in a single cycle when accepting a request from the bus and is sent to the network word-by-word in the following cycles. Because all requests are blocking additional queues would not provide any benefit.

B. Posted writes and memory consistency

Memory consistency is a term used to describe the expected system behavior with regard to the order in which memory writes are visible to the different IPs in the system. In general a stricter memory model provides more guarantees regarding the order of memory operations thus making the programmer’s job easier, but makes the hardware implementation more difficult and less efficient.

The strictest consistency model in use is the sequential consistency [23], which requires that the memory operations of each individual processor, as seen by the other processors in the system appear to execute in the order of specified by the processor’s program. Any particular interleaving between the instructions of different programs is allowed, but the same interleaving shall be seen by all processors or processes. This is essentially the same result that can be expected from multiple threads running on a single processor, and studies in general agree [24], [25] that this is what programmers intuitively expect their machines to behave like.

We first present a basic hardware implementation that would provide sequential consistency, then show how the requirements can be relaxed to allow performance optimizations. We
assume from the beginning an architecture where memory requests, both read and writes can be pipelined, but the ordering of requests, even between reads and writes is preserved within the pipeline. It must be mentioned that allowing reads to bypass writes is sometimes accepted as an optimization [26], reads being considered more important, as the reader process was likely stalled waiting for data. Although we do not accept reordering of normal read operations with respect to write operations, we allow it for prefetch reads as it will be explained in the following section.

Despite the fact that our architecture does not employ caches, and the system seems to maintain ordering of requests, consistency problems may still arise. Consider the following scenario involving a transfer between a producer and a consumer of data, represented in Figure 4. The producer (node A) generates data items and places them in some memory location, for example in external memory. Upon completion, it signals to node B that the data is ready to be processed.

One possible solution would be that all write operations need to be confirmed (non-posted writes), preventing A from sending a message to B before the previous operation has been completed. Unfortunately, this would completely prevent pipelining, resulting in a severe performance penalty.

Our solution consists of performing posted writes (write operations which are acknowledged at the source without waiting for confirmation from the target), but keeping track in the NI shell of which write operations have been confirmed and which have not been. Future writes to different destinations will be stalled until all pending writes have been confirmed, in other words, consecutive writes to the same destination are pipelined like posted writes but writes to different destinations behave like non-posted ones.

Let us analyze why this ensures sequentiality. The sequential consistency model required that from each process’s point of view, all memory accesses in the system seem to take place in the same order, with an arbitrary interleaving of accesses belonging to different processes, but maintaining the program order for accesses of each individual process. This order is not necessarily the order given by the physical time of issue of each access, but in our case it can be chosen as the order of physical time of completion of each access (the physical read or write to each memory). Because we did not allow the reordering of write operations in each pipeline and all messages between two nodes travel on the same path, accesses to two memories from one specific processor will occur in program order. Because our system waits for completion confirmation when switching between different targets, writes to memory A that occur in the program after writes to memory B will also take place physically later in time. It is necessary for the same to happen for read requests so our mechanism also enforces this.

It is possible to further relax these restrictions to allow higher system performance. For example when one memory is not read by any other process, like it might be the case of a video frame-buffer, it is not necessary to order the accesses to that memory with respect to accesses to other memories. It is also possible to emulate the behavior of other consistency models by only partially connecting the command signals used to block some memory accesses until accesses to other modules have completed and mapping synchronization variables to specific memories, Figure 5. We can for example implement the weak consistency model [27] by mapping synchronization variables in one memory and enforcing sequentiality between that memory and each of the data memories, but not among data memories. A consistency model similar to the Release/Acquire model [28] could be implementing by splitting the synchronization memory in two separate memories and enforcing only one way ordering between accesses to these memories and the data memories, for example an access to Acquire must complete before an access to Data, but not the other way around.

Because the NoC allows messages with different destinations to travel independent of each other, it may be possible for the confirmation message from A would arrive while the data is still queued waiting to be written to the memory. An attempt by B to read the data through its own connection to the memory would return stale values. Not only it is easy to see that this produces an erroneous program behavior, but it does that by breaking the assumptions of sequentiality, which required that the confirmation message, for example a write operation to a specific flag in memory, would be seen by B strictly after the write operation to main memory was completed.

One possible solution would be that all write operations need to be confirmed (non-posted writes), preventing A from sending a message to B before the previous operation has been completed. Unfortunately, this would completely prevent pipelining, resulting in a severe performance penalty.

Our solution consists of performing posted writes (write operations which are acknowledged at the source without waiting for confirmation from the target), but keeping track in the NI shell of which write operations have been confirmed and which have not been. Future writes to different destinations will be stalled until all pending writes have been confirmed, in other words, consecutive writes to the same destination are pipelined like posted writes but writes to different destinations behave like non-posted ones.

Let us analyze why this ensures sequentiality. The sequential consistency model required that from each process’s point of view, all memory accesses in the system seem to take place in the same order, with an arbitrary interleaving of accesses belonging to different processes, but maintaining the program order for accesses of each individual process. This order is not necessarily the order given by the physical time of issue of each access, but in our case it can be chosen as the order of physical time of completion of each access (the physical read or write to each memory). Because we did not allow the reordering of write operations in each pipeline and all messages between two nodes travel on the same path, accesses to two memories from one specific processor will occur in program order. Because our system waits for completion confirmation when switching between different targets, writes to memory A that occur in the program after writes to memory B will also take place physically later in time. It is necessary for the same to happen for read requests so our mechanism also enforces this.

It is possible to further relax these restrictions to allow higher system performance. For example when one memory is not read by any other process, like it might be the case of a video frame-buffer, it is not necessary to order the accesses to that memory with respect to accesses to other memories. It is also possible to emulate the behavior of other consistency models by only partially connecting the command signals used to block some memory accesses until accesses to other modules have completed and mapping synchronization variables to specific memories, Figure 5. We can for example implement the weak consistency model [27] by mapping synchronization variables in one memory and enforcing sequentiality between that memory and each of the data memories, but not among data memories. A consistency model similar to the Release/Acquire model [28] could be implementing by splitting the synchronization memory in two separate memories and enforcing only one way ordering between accesses to these memories and the data memories, for example an access to Acquire must complete before an access to Data, but not the other way around.
C. Software prefetch

The previous proposals are transparent from the point of view of the software developer. Except for the variation in performance, the system behaves no differently from a system with only local memory, even the introduction of the NoC between an IP and its memory is completely transparent. The following proposal however introduces a feature that needs to be explicitly used by the programmer, and in some cases requires a significant rewrite of the software.

Networks-on-chip and large scale interconnects in general have a higher latency than back-to-back connections. Given that, it is natural that we look for ways to cope with that latency. While posted writes provide an efficient method of dealing with write transactions, for read transactions we do not have a similar solution. Processors providing out-of-order execution mitigate the problem to some extent by allowing other instructions to continue while data is being fetched from memory. This type of approach though is expensive and not often predictable.

In our system we opt for introducing an explicit command to bring data from memory some time in advance before actually being needed (prefetch). Note that, unlike other prefetch implementations, the data is not used to update a local cache from which it can be later read using a normal read instruction, but instead is deposited in a queue from where it needs to be explicitly read by the program. The technique can be seen as a software split transaction, where the request for data is decoupled from the receiving of data. Example code is provided in Figure 6.

```c
// original loop
1 for (i=0; i<n; i++)
2 {
3    v=a[i];
4    // use value v
5 }

// modified loop
6 prefetch(a[0]);
7 for (i=0; i<n; i++)
8 {
9    if (i<n-1) prefetch(a[i+1]);
10   v=read_prefetch_fifo();
11   // use value v
12 }
```

Fig. 6. Example prefetch loop compared to original code

In the modified code, one or more data items are requested prior to entering the main processing loop (line 6). In each loop iteration, more data is requested in advance (line 9) with care being taken to not exceed the limits of the actual input. Data from the previous requests which should have already arrived in the buffers is then retrieved in line 10.

The hardware necessary to support the prefetch mechanism consists of an NI shell connected to the FSL bus of the MicroBlaze processor. The shell behaves as a processing FIFO, accepting at the input port memory read requests and delivering at the output port the retrieved data. The shell accepts additional commands for configuring the size of burst reads.

All prefetch operations are under explicit control of the program, which may also have to ensure ordering with respect to the normal read and write operations. Currently the code must be manually edited by the software developer, which is also what we did in our experiments. Although in principle it might be possible to offload this task to the compiler for example, this task is far from trivial and is complicated by consistency issues especially in multi-core systems [29].

All our proposals were implemented and tested in FPGA. The hardware cost of the implemented shells relative to the size of the entire system is presented in Figure 7. In our test system, the prefetch module was connected to a dedicated NI kernel, thus doubling the size of the interconnect, however in practice this would not be necessary. The optimized shell implements both the burst and posted writes.

![Fig. 7. Hardware cost of the shells in FPGA implementation](image)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have performed our tests on three similar systems, all having the structure presented in Figure 8. For the main PLB target we have substituted three different NI shells, one performing only non-posted operations, one capable of performing posted writes with the described safety mechanism, and one performing both burst coalescing and posted writes. The FSL interface was always present, but since its use is always explicit, we specify through the MicroBlaze program whether it should be used or not.

Our tests involved only one processor, however we simulate the effects of having multiple processors by allocating only a fraction of the link bandwidth inside the network. For a fair comparison, in the tests where both the FSL and PLB link is used, we restrict the total bandwidth for both links to the bandwidth offered to the PLB alone in the non-prefetch scenario. The most efficient way of distributing the bandwidth between the PLB and FSL connection was found using exhaustive search with increments of 25%. We also perform an additional test, where two separate full-bandwidth links are provided, one for each link (marked B in the result graphs, Figures 9 - 14).

For the software we have chosen several benchmarks, ranging from synthetic to real applications. In short, these are: read...
and write loops, several kernels with a relatively high amount on memory activity chosen from the Livermore Loops [30], and a JPEG decoding application.

Our first set of tests consists of a read and a write loop for an array of 16 K words. Due to their intensive use of memory transactions they show the highest performance variations among our tests. The results are presented in Figure 9. As the number of processors in the system is increased, there are two factors causing performance degradation: an increase in latency and a reduction in the available bandwidth. The posted write and the prefetch read tests, which are largely immune to the increase in latency provide a good indication of the point when bandwidth becomes the limiting factor. The use of burst read and write operations alleviates the effect of the bandwidth reduction. Not using posted write and prefetch read incurs a large penalty even for the one processor configuration.

The Livermore Loops are small kernels that were used for testing the performance of supercomputers. They are representative for scientific applications but we have chosen to use them as they provide a variety of memory access patterns. The versions we employed were translated in C and were set to use only integer operands. The loops had to be manually modified to perform software prefetch, and thus we only used four of them in our tests, more specifically kernels 1 (hydro), 6 (linear recurrence), 12 (first difference), and 21 (matrix multiplication). The results of the Livermore Loops tests are shown in Figures 10-13. While the latency hiding techniques provide a significant advantage, the burst optimization does not always produce an improvement as it depends on the patterns of memory access. The numerical results for all tests can be found in Table I.

The JPEG application is a complex program with a high computation-to-communication ratio. It requests data from an external memory, performs calculations on the retrieved data and writes back the result to the external memory in small bursts which are essentially memory copy operations on the already decoded data. The read operations are almost always sequential with the exception of a few initial headers, while the write operations follow an access pattern characteristic for accessing a sub-matrix out of a larger matrix.

The results are presented in Figure 14. The difference is
more pronounced when the available bandwidth is severely limited as it is the case with the 8 processors scenario. The improvement in the case of the JPEG application is a modest 6 to 12%, however this represents an increase in the performance of the entire application, while the optimization targeted a single component of the system.

Figure 15 shows the average performance increase over all bandwidths obtained in all applications. The performance increase due to particular optimizations is represented separately. The performance increase provided by the posted writes is presented in two separate scenarios, when prefetch read is not used and when it is. The performance of burst posted writes is presented in comparison to normal posted writes. The overall speedup is the speedup for the entire system with all optimizations enabled. Numerical results are presented in Table I.
VI. Conclusions

In this paper we have evaluated the benefits offered by optimizations at the level of protocol translations between the IPs and the network core in a NoC based system. We show how some optimizations can be performed transparently, hiding operation latency or improving bandwidth usage without breaking the view of the system from the IP side, and without requiring any intervention from the system designer or application writer. Other optimizations require explicit intervention from the programmer, but can achieve further gains.

We have tested our proposal on FPGA, using synthetic and real-life applications, and we observe in most cases significant speedups. Our implementation also demonstrates how inter-operation can be achieved transparently over the NoC between components using different bus standards, for example requests passed to the network through the FSL by MicroBlaze soft-core are served on the remote side by slaves on the PLB bus.
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